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Of all the works of the man claimed by many as the father of modern philosophy, the MEDITATIONS, first published in
1641, must surely be Rene Descartes' masterpiece. This volume consists of not only a new translation of the original
Latin text and the expanded objections and replies, but also includes selected correspondence and other metaphysical
writings from the period 1641-49.
Ever since 1759, when Voltaire wrote "Candide" in ridicule of the notion that this is the best of all possible worlds, this
world has been a gayer place for readers. Voltaire wrote it in three days, and five or six generations have found that its
laughter does not grow old. "Candide" has not aged. Yet how different the book would have looked if Voltaire had written
it a hundred and fifty years later than 1759. It would have been, among other things, a book of sights and sounds. A
modern writer would have tried to catch and fix in words some of those Atlantic changes which broke the Atlantic
monotony of that voyage from Cadiz to Buenos Ayres. When Martin and Candide were sailing the length of the
Mediterranean we should have had a contrast between naked scarped Balearic cliffs and headlands of Calabria in their
mists. We should have had quarter distances, far horizons, the altering silhouettes of an Ionian island. Colored birds
would have filled Paraguay with their silver or acid cries. Dr. Pangloss, to prove the existence of design in the universe,
says that noses were made to carry spectacles, and so we have spectacles. A modern satirist would not try to paint with
Voltaire's quick brush the doctrine that he wanted to expose. And he would choose a more complicated doctrine than Dr.
Pangloss's optimism, would study it more closely, feel his destructive way about it with a more learned and caressing
malice. His attack, stealthier, more flexible and more patient than Voltaire's, would call upon us, especially when his
learning got a little out of control, to be more than patient. Now and then he would bore us. "Candide" never bored
anybody except William Wordsworth. Voltaire's men and women point his case against optimism by starting high and
falling low. A modern could not go about it after this fashion. He would not plunge his people into an unfamiliar misery. He
would just keep them in the misery they were born to.
Kant's attempt to establish the principles behind the faculty of judgment remains one of the most important works on
human reason. This third of the philosopher's three Critiques forms the very basis of modern aesthetics.
This 1788 work, based on belief in the immortality of the soul, established Kant as a vindicator of the truth of Christianity.
It offers the most complete statement of his theory of free will.
A timeless classic of economic theory that remains fascinating and pertinent today, this is Frank Knight's famous
explanation of why perfect competition cannot eliminate profits, the important differences between "risk" and
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"uncertainty," and the vital role of the entrepreneur in profitmaking. Based on Knight's PhD dissertation, this 1921 work,
balancing theory with fact to come to stunning insights, is a distinct pleasure to read. FRANK H. KNIGHT (1885-1972) is
considered by some the greatest American scholar of economics of the 20th century. An economics professor at the
University of Chicago from 1927 until 1955, he was one of the founders of the Chicago school of economics, which
influenced Milton Friedman and George Stigler.
Thorough and lucid survey of Western philosophy from pre-Socratics to mid 20th century — major figures, currents,
trends. Valuable section on contemporary philosophy — Brentano, Ortega, Heidegger, others. "Brevity and clarity of
exposition..." — Ethics.
Presents Kant's introduction to philosophy.
Critique of Pure ReasonCourier Dover Publications
Immanuel Kant’s Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals is one of the most important texts in the history of ethics. In
it Kant searches for the supreme principle of morality and argues for a conception of the moral life that has made this
work a continuing source of controversy and an object of reinterpretation for over two centuries. This new edition of
Kant’s work provides a fresh translation that is uniquely faithful to the German original and more fully annotated than any
previous translation. There are also four essays by well-known scholars that discuss Kant’s views and the philosophical
issues raised by the Groundwork. J.B. Schneewind defends the continuing interest in Kantian ethics by examining its
historical relation both to the ethical thought that preceded it and to its influence on the ethical theories that came after it;
Marcia Baron sheds light on Kant’s famous views about moral motivation; and Shelly Kagan and Allen W. Wood
advocate contrasting interpretations of Kantian ethics and its practical implications.
Contents include an elementary but thorough overview of mathematical logic of 1st order; formal number theory; surveys
of the work by Church, Turing, and others, including Gödel's completeness theorem, Gentzen's theorem, more.
Drawn from Parerga and posthumously published works, these six essays offer an accessible approach to the author's
philosophy. Topics include government, free will and fatalism, character, moral instinct, and ethics.
Table of contents
One characteristic of modern society is that individuals no longer share a common or unique conception of good and evil.
Social cohesion is maintained by a general agreement to live together which requires impartiality towards everyone and
which takes precedence over the different conceptions of the good. This is what the authors call the priority of justice.
This book highlights this priority and provides a new approach to moral choices in modern societies. The book focuses on
two objectives. Firstly, it examines how and why modern individuals give priority to the right over the good. Opinion polls
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are the basis of this examination, through the model of a 'fair spectator' giving priority to the reasonable over the rational.
Secondly, it analyses what constitutes the principle of justice an individual applies. This book is about resolving conflicts
and social justice. It takes account of the plurality of moral values and looks at norms from a fair standpoint, avoiding the
famous 'anything goes' and paying attention to what people think.
Immanuel Kant is one of the most influential-and most complex-modern philosophers. His ideas on the subjective nature
of reality challenged contemporary beliefs about God, morality, and free will. Roger Scruton, a well-known and
controversial philosopher in his own right, tackles his exceptionally complex subject with a strong hand, providing an
accessible introduction to Kant's work and his pivotal Critique of Pure Reason.
This book focuses on the standards of philosophical rationality, corresponding to a philosophy that aspires to be more than the
wisdom that stems from and addresses everyday human needs. It is a search for standards that would, as it were, show the way
to philosophical wisdom for anyone who is willing and able to assess it. One of the problems is that people have had a different
understanding of the basic concept of rationality, which is the rationale. (Series: Development in Humanities - Vol. 1)
Illustrates how the notion of an ecological society remains a decisively political question. The global ecological crisis is upon us.
From global warming to the long-term implications of ocean acidification, air and water pollution, deforestation, and the
omnipresent dangers of nuclear technology the future of our planetary home is threatened. Yet in the midst of the unfolding crisis,
the conventional ideologies of the twentieth century and their representations of nature remain unchallenged by both the defenders
of capitalism and capitalism’s most radical critics. The Distortion of Nature’s Image illustrates how the anti-naturalism of late
capitalist society, in which nature is reified into the emptiness of mere matter, simply a thing to be dominated, is subtly
complemented by the failure of the Left to go both beyond the historic limitations of Marx’s ninteenth-century viewpoint and
beyond anarchism’s blind faith in “natural law.” However, an alternative for comprehending nature and the ecological crisis as
historical and social phenomena remains open in the dialectical naturalism of Western Marxism and Murray Bookchin’s social
ecology. By examining in closer detail how Bookchin’s social ecology politicizes the concept of nature, as well as how precursory
models in Western Marxist thought provide a foundation for this, Damian Gerber illustrates how the notion of an ecological society
remains a decisively political question. Damian Gerber is Lecturer at the University of Queensland and the Australian Catholic
University.
A cornerstone of Western philosophy, this treatise seeks to define the nature of reason. Kant builds his unique system of
philosophical thought with meticulous investigations of metaphysics, ethics, and aesthetics.
One of the most influential Enlightenment thinkers, German philosopher Immanuel Kant takes his place among Locke, Hume, and
Berkeley as one of the intellectuals most commonly credited with ushering modernity into existence. In The Metaphysical Elements
of Ethics, Kant takes on some of the most complex and engaging ideas about how humans can discern the right way to live.
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Recommended for philosophy buffs -- and anyone interested in expanding their intellectual horizons!
Kant is arguably the most influential modern philosopher, but also one of the most difficult. Roger Scruton tackles his exceptionally
complex subject with a strong hand, exploring the background to Kant's work and showing why the Critique of Pure Reason has
proved so enduring. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of
titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable.
The first collective commentary in English on Kant's landmark 1871 publication.
In this book, Michael P. Berman uses Merleau-Ponty’s thought to develop a critique, grounded in his phenomenology, of certain
issues in the philosophy of religion such as faith, love, vision, soul, magic and miracles, judgment, evil, and hallowing.
Though he is a pivotal thinker in Adorno's intellectual world, the closest Adorno came to an extended discussion of Kant are two
lecture courses. This volume contains his lectures from the course on the Critique of Pure Reason.
An insight into moral skepticism of the 20th century. The author argues that our every-day moral codes are an 'error theory' based
on the presumption of moral facts which, he persuasively argues, don't exist. His refutation of such facts is based on their
metaphysical 'queerness' and the observation of cultural relativity.
“We should be grateful to Schopenhauer for managing to express the truth about life so beautifully.” —Alain De Botton, author of
The Consolations of Philosophy “Schopenhauer’s philosophy has had a special attraction for those who wonder about life’s
meaning, along with those engaged in music, literature, and the visual arts.” —Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy The Essential
Schopenhauer delivers the first comprehensive English anthology of the seminal philosopher’s writings. Edited by Wolfgang
Schirmacher, president of the International Schopenhauer Association, this indispensible collection affords readers a uniquely
accessible gateway into the monolithic thinker’s prodigious body of work. Just as the Harper Perennial Basic Writings series
renders the work of Heidegger and Nietzsche accessible for English readers, The Essential Schopenhauer gives us
unprecedented access to the complex ideas of this profound and influential thinker.
Fundamental Principles of the Metaphysic of Morals Immanuel Kant - How should human beings behave toward one another?
How must we behave? One of the most influential thinkers of the Western civilization, a man who profoundly shaped the mind-set
of the modern world, Immanuel Kant developed his "Categorical Imperative" as a philosophical proof of the "Golden Rule," and in
this 1873 essay, he elaborates upon and defends his understanding of the logical underpinnings of all human morality. Essential
reading for anyone seeking an appreciation of modern philosophy, this is an intriguing and provocative work exploring the
intersection of morality and reason. German metaphysician IMMANUEL KANT (1724-1804) served as a librarian of the Royal
Library, a prestigious government position, and as a professor at Knigsberg University. His other works include Observations on
the Feeling of the Beautiful and Sublime (1764), Critique of Pure Reason (1781), and Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals
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(1785).
The contributions of leading Kantian and Kierkegaardian scholars to this collection break down to the simplistic contrast in which
Kant is seen as the advocate of a rational moral theology and Kierkegaard as the advocate of an irrationalist faith. This collection
is an ideal text for discussion of central issues.
What is morally permissible, and what is morally obligatory? These questions form the core of a vast amount of philosophical
reasoning. Kant proposes the answers with the Categorical Imperative, his best-known contribution to ethics.
Three Immanuel Kan Critiques now available as a 3-volume set: CRITIQUE OF PURE REASON; CRITIQUE OF PRACTICAL
REASON and CRITIQUE OF JUDGMENT.
Spinoza's Theological-Political Treatise (1670) is one of the most important philosophical works of the early modern period. In it
Spinoza discusses at length the historical circumstances of the composition and transmission of the Bible, demonstrating the
fallibility of both its authors and its interpreters. He argues that free enquiry is not only consistent with the security and prosperity of
a state but actually essential to them, and that such freedom flourishes best in a democratic and republican state in which
individuals are left free while religious organizations are subordinated to the secular power. His Treatise has profoundly influenced
the subsequent history of political thought, Enlightenment 'clandestine' or radical philosophy, Bible hermeneutics, and textual
criticism more generally. It is presented here in a translation of great clarity and accuracy by Michael Silverthorne and Jonathan
Israel, with a substantial historical and philosophical introduction by Jonathan Israel.
The great teachers of the Axial Age — the Buddha, Confucius, Zoroaster, the Hebrew prophets right down to Jesus — began the
making of the modern God. They re-made their inherited gods, creating a personal God in their own image. We may best
celebrate them, not by clinging to their creation but by emulating their work. Developments in psychology mean that our view of
persons is unlike theirs, and therefore the God they made can no longer serve as ours. We have to make our own. So argues Ann
Long in this fascinating exploration of personhood, religion and moral value. The revolutionary decentring of the earth in the
universe (Galileo) was followed by the revolutionary decentring of the human in the biosphere (Darwin). Now we are living through
the even more revolutionary decentring of the ‘I’ in the world, a movement from that which is normal (having persons in society)
to that which is moral (loving persons in community).
Hybrid Hong Kong attempts to attract and excite the intellectual, cultural, economic and political elites as well as the intelligent
laymen of Hong Kong - hopefully enough for them to take a closer look at their society - while engendering a public discourse on
the city's identity, its past, present and future. Hong Kong is at its crossroads. With a colonial past and having been handed over,
and back, to China in 1997, the city has since been going through a process of re-sinification and re-integration (not entirely
wanted) into the Pearl River Delta region of mainland China, all of which have far-reaching consequences for identity politics,
culture, loyalty and attachment, and everyday livelihood. The hybridity concept offers an in-between space, and time, to narrate,
describe and make sense of the many layers of entanglement of cultural, anthropological, economic and political forces that
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impinge, impact, sometimes confuse, even disturb, the everyday lives of the Hongkongers who have decided to call the city home.
The book probes a range of sites and locales of a Hongkonger's natural habitat, including film and television, ethnicity, popular
music videos, gay identities, fashion, art, theatre, Cantopop electronic dance music, museum, visual arts, the Muslim youth, food
and cuisine, and Chinese and western medicines. Based on ethnography, fieldwork and participant observation, Hybrid Hong
Kong intends to display and explain hybridity as it is performed in the public as well as private spheres of city life. This book was
originally published as a special issue of Visual Anthropology.
Theodicy in the Christian Tradition: A History By: Stephen Vicchio Theodicy in the Christian Tradition: A History is an examination
of what is called the Problem of Evil. If God is All Good, All-Knowing, and All-Powerful, then why is there so much evil and
suffering in the world? This book analyzes perspectives from Ireanaus, in the second century to two prominent thinkers in the late
twentieth century, John Hick and Alvin Plantinga. Between these two chapters, views are examined from the fourth century to the
nineteenth century.
This work, originally published in 1912, is an introduction to the theory of philosophical enquiry. It gives Russell's views on such
subjects as the distinction between appearance and reality and the existence and nature of matter.
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